
Band saws compare for Sales  department

Similar machines construction, the advantages CTR 550 using Bi-metal blade. CTR has a smaller diameter log , 55 cm, however, is quite su�cient
for users until this log diameter. When using bimetallic blade waist with reduced speed su�cient motor 4 kW, o�ering seamless electro network
connectivity. Complete control on the machine right side, the operator didnt mess during the cutting of LOG in sawdust. 
Another advantage is the possibility of installation of electric traction. 
Or in the version with petrol engine GX.
CTR 550 line much friendly price around WORLD.

CTR 750 is the same size and design as LT 10, equipped with a more powerful engine, electric lifting arm and the possibility of installing an electric
travel into the cut. 
CTR 750 works with larger log diameter, has digger wheels, longer saw band.
CTR 750 EV is newest PRO model with digital measuring system same as on hydraulic higher line models and with most attractive price.

CTR 550 / 550 E / 550 GX

CTR 750 / 750 E / 750 EV

LT 10

LT 15



LT 20 use same size band saw arm as LT and 10 LT 15 (of equal length saw blade, the same diameter impellers)
For LT cut larger diameter is achieved by hanging a unilateral band saw arm, which is never as stable as bilateral guided. 
Does it a�ect the accuracy of cut and blade life.
CTR 710 use smaller diameter of the logs and engine power, but overall stronger structure, including rail section.
For version CTR 710 S are cable are kept on the travel section in energo chains, LT 20 B Leeds air routing with necessary of cable holders.
Same speci�cation for CTR 800 and 800S. Versions CTR 800 uses 60mm band blade wheels.
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CTR 710 / 710 M / 710 S

CTR 800 / 800 S

LT 15 , 20 / low sections



Comparing CTR 800 H model is more consistent to model LT 40. 
The advantage is larger in diameter of log,  bene�ts CTR 800 H is overall more robust processing machines.

The big advantage CTR 800 H is the basic version stationary with complete control of the machine from one place, 
LT 20 and LT 40 need to walk with the cut with a cutting head.
Control cables are routed to basic sections in the energy chain, LT 20 and 40 needs air leading bracket.
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LT 40

CTR 800 Hydraulic



LT 70 is sized somewhere between a performance CTR CTR 800 H and 1000 H 40.

Bene�ts CTR 1000 H 40 use double sided arm leading again.

Unilaterally pegged band saw is never as stable as bilateral guided. 
Does it a�ect the accuracy of cut and blade life and overall life of the machine.
The big advantage CTR 1000 H40 is the basic version stationary with complete control of the machine from one place.
Control cables are routed on sections in energo chains, LT 20 and 40 needs air holders.
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CTR 1000 H 40

LT 70



WM 3500 is more similar to the CTR 1000 H 60.

Comparing CTR 1000 H has a larger impellers wheels, which allows the use of a wider band saw up to 65 mm.
Comparable Hydraulic accessories on both machines. 

Bene�ts CTR 1000 H is a bi-led band saw arm with stabile machine bridge.
Unilaterally pegged band saw is never as stable as bilateral guided. 
Does it a�ect the accuracy of cut and blade life and overall life of the machine.
Control cables are routed on sections in the energo chain, not needs the air leading with bracket.

WM 3500
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CTR 1000 H  60


